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Editorial Note

Smear cytology has been acknowledged as an appropriate 
option in contrast to frozen segment in intraoperative interview 
of focal sensory system tumours. Intraoperative smears from 
neurosurgical examples grant quick and exact determination. 
Evaluating of essential tumours may not be consistently 
conceivable on intraoperative smears, yet their division into 
low or high-grade sores is exceptionally dependable and 
reproducible if due consideration is paid to specific boundaries 
like atomic atypia, mitotic figures and rot. A methodical 
methodology prompts a useful primer conclusion, guarantees 
sufficient tissue inspecting for histological handling and guides 
the supervisory crew to disclose the guess to the patient party 
and plan ideal treatment even before the last histological 
determination is accessible.

Pulverize smear cytology for tumour finding is trying for 
the pathologist for some reasons. All biopsy examples seem 
like slivers of white mash in saline or bandage and there is 
consistently a situation that the determination could be anything 
by any means. It is significant for the pathologist to recollect 
that dissimilar to fine needle goal method at different locales 
where a different biopsy methodology is utilized to test tissue 
to explain questions emerging in cytological assessment, the 
cytological appraisal here is a part of the biopsy technique and 
our impression is a preface to the last finding on histology. The 
cytological impression can be based upon after histological 
examination, yet we ought not go amiss from the underlying 
responsibility on cytology. The degree of responsibility must 
be custom-made to singular case.

Smear cytology has been acknowledged as an appropriate 
option in contrast to frozen segment in intraoperative 
conference of Central Nervous System (CNS) tumours. 
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Fresh morphological highlights gave by haematoxylin and 
eosin staining permits a fast and precise finding by utilizing 
a procedure that is straightforward, modest and speedy. 
Protection of design is the significant benefit of frozen segment 
over smear cytology, while the significant disadvantage is 
the normal freezing antiques that compromise legitimate 
assessment. Dissimilar to spread cytology, frozen area is more 
work serious and costly and has restricted application in Nepal 
due to absence of prepared labour.

A past correspondence with the neurosurgeon ought 
to cytological evaluation. It is consistently insightful to 
present for the supervisory crew involving the neurosurgeon, 
radiologist and pathologist. Normal intuitive meetings with the 
supervisory crew not just assists one with understanding the 
requirements and limits of different individuals from the group, 
yet assists with keeping the correspondence channels open so 
authentic concerns can be promptly tended to for ideal patient 
administration.

Typical cerebellar granular layer cells can create an 
exceptionally cell smear including sheets of little cells and 
can be effectively confused with medulloblastoma in kids and 
lymphoma and metastatic little cell carcinoma in grown-ups if 
due consideration isn’t paid to the boring idea of the phones. 
Neurological examples may not be completely illustrative of the 
injury or may not be in the sore by any stretch of the imagination, 
in spite of neuroimaging direction. Indeed, even millimetres 
contrast in certain injuries can decide if symptomatic material 
is gotten by the pathologist. The creator once kept away from a 
potential hurried determination of a choroid plexus papilloma 
by raising its likelihood to the neurosurgeon who unhesitatingly 
expressed that the typical choroid plexus might have been 
gotten during stereotactic inspecting of a periventricular injury.
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